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ABSTRACT

This paper will describe the enhancement to the man-machine interface brought about by
the use of color CRT’s in a real time, de-centralized telemetry processing system. The use
of a microprocessor controlled telemetry system allows equipment set-up and various data
outputs displayed using an off the shelf intelligent color terminal. The use of color
annotated messages and graphics allows a more effective interaction between the operator
and the system.

INTRODUCTION

In a telemetry system the operator interface plays a key role in determining the fate of a
given test. Due to the advent of microprocessor technology, the capability/flexibility speed
and features which were available only on large systems of the past are readily
accommodated with present day technology and at reasonable cost. The availability of this
processing power now burdens an operator with increased responsibility. He must now
interface to a keyboard rather than a front panel switch and define display data on a CRT
rather than interpret strip chart displays or examine binary readouts. Today’s operator
finds himself at the mercy of a software designer, who more often than not, is unaware of
the operator’s unique role in telemetry processing.

The utilization of computer control and manipulation of telemetry equipments must be
more operator oriented, and the device used for this command and control configuration
must allow a more effective translation of operator desires to equipment operation. The use
of a color CRT permits the operator to relate and react to a situation in data processing
more readily than with conventional readouts or a black and white CRT display, an order
of display “importance” can modulate the operator’s reaction to a decision he must make.

The advent of microprocessor controlled color CRT terminals allows the design and
implementation of telemetry systems to be tailored more closely to the telemetry operator’s



processing environment. The ease and economy of presently available software has
permitted rapid implementation and modification of design. The availability of off the shelf
color graphics has permitted the output of data to be accomplished with clear concise
answer oriented displays which make more sense to an operator than strip chart
recordings. The annotation of these displays in color allows rapid identification of “real
time” vehicle testing or processing anomalies as well as set-up errors.

Responding to the requirements of a “user oriented” display for telemetry systems, DSI
has designed and implemented an answer oriented display for its Model 7114 Word
Analyzer and Signal Processing System (WASP).

This system, originally conceived to accomplish real time instrumentation check out
functions, will accommodate a variety of data processing functions previously done only in
large scale systems. The basic DSI 7114 system accepts input from standard PCM
decommutators, PAM decommutators, A/D converters and time code equipment, performs
a word selection/I.D. tag assignment and implements various data processing functions on
the data (i.e. number system conversion, lst order E.U. conversion, limit check, data
compression, etc.) and outputs processed data to resident D/A converters and/or its host
computer interface. The color CRT keyboard serves as the operator interface to the system
allowing set-up and control of all telemetry front end equipment (i.e. PCM Bit
Synchronizer, PCM Decommutator, etc.) and output data to the D/A converters, host
computer and various color CRT displays. Operating in conjunction with software resident
in the 7114, the CRT permits generation, editing and display of all software required to
operate the equipment.

COLOR TERMINAL APPLICATION

The color CRT used in the DSI 7114 system performs the following functions:

1) Generation, editing and display of a “master” file to allow operator control of
telemetry number system conversion, equipment set-up, processing control, i.e.
limit values, first order conversion (slope/offset), parameter mneumonic, etc.

2) Generation, editing and display of a “test” file to allow operator control of D/A
converter parameter assignments, event processing, color CRT display page
format and parameter selection.

3) Display of up to 32 parameters on 2 half CRT pages with the following color
annotation:

CRT Field Background = Blue
Parameter Mneumonic = White Alphanumerics



Parameter Value = White Alphanumerics
Limit Value Out of Limit High = Red

Out of Limit Low = Magenta
Sync Status - Search = Red

Verify = Amber
Lock = Green

Parameter Status - In Sync = Green

OPERATION

The best example of how a color display can improve an operator’s reaction is to compare
traditional data processing techniques to those provided in a color CRT controlled
processing system. In the conventional system using a strip chart display, the occurance of
an out of limits condition requires the operator to interpret the condition and calculate the
amount of out of limits prior to declaration of a potentially dangerous condition.

The operator will typically observe the out of limits condition, verify that violation of limits
is not generated by invalid sync conditions and identify the anomaly to the test
director/conductor. The delay incurred by this series of examinations will vary with the
competance of the operator, his familiarity with the test environment and with the
complexity of the system in use. The use of a standard green phosphor CRT improves
operator reaction somewhat. A standard CRT will permit highlighting of error conditions
provide and one place to monitor all system functions.

The use of a color CRT provides a more effective tool to aid the operator in the
identification of a valid out of limits condition.

In the system provided by DSI, normal graphic data is displayed in green with the data
value displayed in a format the operator is most comfortable with (binary/decimal). Sync
conditions are similarly displayed in an appropriate color: red - sync loss, amber - verify
and green - lock. The operator is informed of an out of limits condition by back lighting the
failed parameter in red for out of limits high, magenta for out of limits low.

One glance tells the operator an anomaly exists. Color adds the urgency to the operator’s
reaction missing in all other forms of display. The use of green for a normal data mode
implies green for go. The use of red/magenta indicates a potentially dangerous situation
requiring an immediate operator action. The color CRT provides immediate identification
of the type of limits violation, the parameter name and its sync condition. In the case of a
limits violation of a parameter displayed in a bar graph type display, a calculation is
performed to indicate the percent of out of limits. This permits a tolerance to out of limits
conditions instantly available to aid in the decision to declare a safety of flight condition.



Limits processing in the DSI system is given priority over all other processing available.
The system permits up to 32 parameters to be displayed on one page. An additional 96
parameters are available for operator selection. Should a violation of limits occur on a page
not selected by the operator, a color limit condition will appear at a dedicated portion of
the CRT indicating the limits violation, the parameter name involved and the current data
value. The system also provides an audible alarm for any limit violation.

Implementation of the color CRT display has been accomplished using an off the shelf
Intelligent Systems Corporation color terminal and Decom Systems, Inc. software. This
cost effective approach has allowed rapid development and a maximum amount of
flexibility to satisfy the variety of operator conventions that telemetry systems require. The
terminal, in addition, contains the capability for user programming to permit custom data
display.

CONCLUSION

The use of color to enhance telemetry displays is clearly a step in the right direction to
improve a system capability. The use of color in this system provides immediate
identification of problem parameters and allows the operator to take action instantly. The
use of color provides a practical solution to the problem of man-machine interface and
permits the operator to relate quickly to the demanding problems in real time data
processing.


